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~ONE OF A KIND~ Nintendo NES System ~FEW EYES HAVE 
SEEN
Project system SO RARE you MUST HAVE IT

Item number: 8160780440

Email to a friend

Bidding has ended for this item.  (russellkoehler is the winner).

List an item like this or buy a similar item below.

Larger Picture

Winning bid: US $6.50

Ended: Jan-16-05 13:38:49 PST

Start time: Jan-09-05 13:38:49 PST

History:
5 bids   (US $0.99
starting bid)

Winning bidder: russellkoehler  ( 1053
)

Item location: IOWA
United States

Ships to: United States

Shipping costs US $5.00 -  Other (see
description) (within 
United States )

 Shipping, payment details and return 

policy

Seller information
8bitnes  ( 339 )

Feedback Score: 339
Positive Feedback: 99.1%
Member since Dec-14-02 in United
States

Read feedback comments

Add to Favorite Sellers

Ask seller a question

View seller's other items

Description

Item Specifics - Video Game Systems

Platform: Nintendo NES Format: NTSC (US, Canada)

Bundled Items: --

Condition: Used

ONE-OF-A-KIND!! That's right ... see for yourself.  This system is serial number
N11276403.  It's the only one with that number!

Start new search
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I estimate that approximately 20 pairs of eyes have ever graced this system.  This would include the original
owner, parents, and friends.  Also included would be my own eyes, not my parents, and yes I have no friends as I
am too busy playing Nintendo. 

Yes, this is a project system.

No, it's not like other project systems such as Ben's (last name omitted intentionally) homemade portable Nintendo handheld; nor is it like
Brian's (last name omitted intentionally) Devtendo develop station.

So, the project is putting it back together and seeing if it works.  This is one of the many Nintendo systems I had
laying around in general phases of testing.  This one has just been finished being cleaned and is ready for
reassembly and testing.  Everything seen below is included with the exception of the screwdriver, the pile of 
screws (read below), and the semi-dirty carpet.

If needed, assembly instructions are $10 extra and will be in the form of a link to another website.

Shipping will be charged as follows.

$5 flat fee plus 50 cents for each screw you would like included for assembly.  There are 23 screws needed for
complete assembly, but I have often gotten by with many less.  How many less is up to you.

Every piece will be individually wrapped in bubble-wrap including each individual screw purchased.  It will then be
stuffed into an OVERSIZED box FILLED with annoying packing peanuts.
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Magnetic screwdriver bonus

If bidding clears $20 the screwdriver below will be included for free!!  If wanted otherwise, it is $5 extra.

Other information

This system does power up.  It is very clean and has produced a picture for me once in the past week.  Since I
am not taking part in assembly, system is sold as is with no returns .

Paypal payment is required from winning bidder within 7 days of auction ending.

I reserve the right to cancel any bids and to close the auction early if needed.

Finally, do not bother looking at my other auctions as I do not have any.

Any questions can be directed to my non-existent About Me page.
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FREE Counters and Services from Andale 

Questions from other buyers

Q:  Whats so special about it being a project system? jes wanted to know... answered on: Jan-14-05 
   A:  You mean to tell me that you've never wondered what something looked like on the inside and how it
was put together??

  Ask seller a question

Shipping, payment details and return policy

Shipping Cost Services Available Available to

US $5.00 Other (see description) United States Only

Will ship to United States.

  Pay only $1.75 shipping  for each additional item! 
(Shipping Discounts are offered directly from the seller.)

Shipping insurance
US $1.30 Required

Seller's payment instructions
Insurance is a waste of money and is required on this auction. Paypal is the only form of payment accepted for this auction. Returns
are not accepted on this item - see description. Good luck.

Payment methods accepted

 This seller, 8bitnes, prefers PayPal.

Learn about payment methods.

Where to go next?

 Back to list of items     |  Printer friendly page   |   Safe Trading Tips    

Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item.
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